
September 22, 2011 

Code Inspections and Enforcement 

County Office Building 

111 W Chesapeake Ave 

Towson, MD 21204 

Re: 11819 Belair Rd, Tax ID 1107059000, G&M Auto 

Dear Sirs, 

On June 20, I submitted a complaint against the subject property for, among other things, parking 

of an excessive number of dealer-tagged vehicles on this RC5 zoned property. Case #96356 was 

opened and closed by July 17 without complete resolution of the issues. 

As I described in that complaint, this property is being used by the adjacent service garage for 

business purposes for the display of vehicles for sale. 

During a previous Code Enforcement action, the Assistant County Attorney made an agreement 

with the owner that four vehicles with dealer tags and sales stickers in the windows could be 

parked on the property. The stated purpose was so that the occupants of this house (the owner's 

daughter and her husband), the owner, and his wife could each separately park the vehicles they 

regularly use. This was ludicrous, and, since then, the intent and letter of the agreement have 

been continuously violated. Although community members objected to that agreement, I realize 

that it stands and governs what Code Enforcement can now do regarding this case. 

There are usually five, and often six or seven vehicles parked on this property without normal 

tags on their fronts as pictured below. Several vehicles are along the building and not in the 

photo). Without trespassing, I have no way to verify if these vehicle are even displaying the 

required dealer tags on their rears. 

I request that action be taken to limit G&M Auto's use of this property to exactly what the BCZR 

allows in RC5 and what the agreement stated, and no more. This means no more than 4 dealer-

tagged vehicles at any instant and no open, obvious selling. The only allowance in the agreement 

is for a normal "sales sticker", which should be on the rear side window, not the windshield. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. If there are any questions regarding this, please 

contact me. 

Regards, 

Michael Pierce 

7448 Bradshaw Rd 

Kingsville, MD 21087 

410 817-4795 

 


